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December 10, St. Petersburg, the Russian Federation. Flex Databases (http://www.flexdatabases.com), a
company specialising in Professional Services Automation (PSA) for pharmaceutical industry, announced
today that a successful milestone of one year of joined work has been reached with ipc&m
(http://www.ipcm.de).
ipc&m, International Pharma Consulting & Management GmbH is a trustworthy, privately held and funded
company offering a comprehensive range of drug development, regulatory and management services from
expert consulting to the management (inclusive monitoring) of clinical trials in the Central and Eastern
European (CEE) region.
"To us, Flex Databases represent a combination rarely seen in the clinical technology field", said Dr.
Tobias Schmidt, Managing Director of ipc&m. "This is a platform covering technology needs which would
ordinarily require multiple vendors, as it covers areas such as HR, Resource Planning, Learning
Management and CTMS. And, at the same time, this is a company that possesses both outstanding software
and the people who can help a user get the best out of their technology. As I started working with Flex,
I quickly came to realise that when Flex promise something, they always make good on their promise."
"We are looking back on our first year with ipc&m with satisfaction which comes from a job well done",
said Olga Loginovskaya, Director of Business Development and Marketing at Flex Databases. "Over the
course of the year ipc&m became one of our biggest endorsers. When we first came in touch ipc&m were
quick to grasp all the advantages a PSA platform brings to clinical research, and we are glad to see them
as excited about our technology today as they were the day we first met."
About ipc&m
ipc&m International Pharma Consulting & Management GmbH (www.ipcm.de) is a privately held company
offering a comprehensive range of drug development, regulatory and management services from expert
consulting to the management and monitoring of clinical trials in the Central and Eastern European (CEE)
region. The company has legal entities/ offices in Russia (Moscow) and Germany (Munich area). Senior
Management of the company consists of executives with close to 20 years of drug development and
healthcare experience. ipc&m competitive edge comes from in-depth knowledge of country-specific
regulations, strong regional network of experts and reliable vendors. The majority of the ipc&m team come
from medical background, staff have excellent communication skills and are proficient in English.
About Flex Databases
Flex Databases ( www.flexdatabases.com ) is a Professional Services Automation company specialising in
pharmaceutical research. Platform approach adopted by Flex Databases allows to eliminate manual re-entry
of data, as information from each module of the system is shared across the platform. Proprietary
software developed by Flex Databases allows to quickly generate new functionality, customise solutions
for each client and link different modules through platform-wide workflows. Some of the areas covered by
Flex Databases are timesheets, project management, subject tracking in clinical trials, site payments,
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investigator and site management, budget tracking, HR records, expenses, SOPs and learning.
Contact: Tigran Arzumanov, Director, Sales & Marketing, +41 79 135 98 11,
tigran.arzumanov+media@flexdatabases.com
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